WASH / MW Crew
Surface Studio Project 1: Cut It Out, Phase 3 – Final Solutions
Due at 9:30am on 2/7
Challenge:
Using feedback you received about your phase two solutions, rethink and revisit your designs
once more. Choose your most successful, ambitious and innovative composition from each
category of this project to expand and recreate. Your final presentation will be three designs,
one representing line, one representing proportion/scale, and one representing value.
Materials and Process:
You will still be using sharpies to draw these designs. However, your materials have
expanded to include newspaper (only black/white/gray), tracing paper, and/or vellum.
Consider how you will use newspaper as a material to best emphasize your design concept
while taking advantage of the transparency that tracing paper and/or vellum provides.
Explore well-crafted methods of cutting, layering, bending, folding, tearing, scoring, holepunching, wrapping, attaching, layering, etc. You may choose to have aspects of the
newspaper, tracing paper, and vellum come off the surface and become more threedimensional, however that is not required.
Your three final designs will be on white 6” x 6” bristol paper. This is where you will be using
sharpie and attaching the additional materials to best communicate your design solutions.
ONLY sharpie, newspaper, tracing paper, vellum, and glue will be used on your designs; you
may not use card stock or bristol paper additively on the surface.
Lastly, cut three 8”x 8” squares out of black card stock. You will mount your design exactly in
the center of the black squares to create a border. Neatly label each solution using painter’s
tape on the back of your design. Include your name, table team, crew & design concept on
each label.
All of your design choices should be made to help communicate your concept; this remains a
primary goal of this project. Follow all project guidelines carefully in order to be successful.

Grade Evaluation:
Each phase of this project is worth 1/3 of your total project grade.
Review WASH project rubric for specific grading criteria.

